ALIPAC Endorses Sharron Angle for Congress Against Amnesty Backing Rep Mark Amodei

For National Release | May 24, 2018
Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC) is endorsing Sharron Angle for Congress in Nevada's Second district due
to Angle's strong support for America's existing border and immigration laws as opposed to sitting Rep. Mark Amodei's
support for Amnesty for illegals.
Sharron Angle has completed ALIPAC's 2018 Federal Candidate Survey (View) where she pledges to "Support
Americans and legal immigrants by supporting the adequate enforcement of America's existing border and
immigration laws as the US Constitution requires for the protection of American jobs, elections, taxpayer
resources, health, and lives."
Incumbent Republican Mark Amodei has the opposite view and is on ALIPAC's "Cantor List" due to his
support for Amnesty for illegal immigrants, which would further compromise America's borders,
immigration laws, security, and elections. ALIPAC helped defeat GOP incumbent Eric Cantor due to his
alignment with Amodei on Amnesty.
Rep. Mark Amodei's Amnesty Supporter Profile (View) at ALIPAC has documentation showing his support
for putting 11 million illegal aliens on a pathway to citizenship and voting rights, which earned him praise
from notorious Amnesty backing organizations like the National Council of La Raza (now called UnidosUS)
and Think Progress!
Mark Amodei opposed Congresswoman Marsha Blackburn’s bill H.R. 5272, which would have frozen
Obama's blatantly unconstitutional DACA Amnesty program, proving that Amodei sides with Obama on
immigration issues.
"The Republican voters of Nevada's Second district have a clear choice between Sharron Angle, who
opposes Amnesty for illegals, and the corrupt incumbent Mark Amodei, who clearly supports Amnesty for
millions of illegals," declared ALIPAC's President William Gheen. "Our polling shows large majorities of GOP
primary voters prefer Sharron Angle's stance on immigration issues. As long as Amodei is not able to be
saved by illegal immigrant voters like Senator Harry Reid was in 2010, Angle should have a 2 to 1
advantage against Amodei's Amnesty record with GOP primary voters."
ALIPAC has a large collection of certified polls (View) which show large majorities of Americans oppose
Amnesty and illegal immigration.
ALIPAC recently commissioned a certified poll through Barometer Polling which found likely GOP primary
voters reject Rep. Mark Amodei's Amnesty plans 2:1 (View Poll).
ALIPAC supporters from all 50 states are now being encouraged to donate to Sharron Angle for
Congressand to volunteer to help her campaign! Her campaign has now been added to ALIPAC's Standing
Endorsements list. (View)
For more information about ALIPAC's national effort to support candidates who support America's existing
immigration laws and oppose Amnesty, please visit www.alipac.us
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